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STRIPPING TIME REDUCED

VERSATILE STRIPPING MACHINE
FEATURING:
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Tynex abrasive quick release brushes
Variable speed
Floating skirt
Full Underneath splash guard
12 volt push start
Comfortable and easy to operate
Large diameter non-slip wheels
Fully adjustable handle folds down to reduce the
total height to 710mm.

Adjustable handle
Front weighted

Designed for performance, the ST2100
propane stripping machine is simple and
easy to use and has proven to reduce
stripping time by at least 60% over
conventional methods.
Three quick release tynex abrasive brushes,
equidimensionally spaced and mounted on
independent floating and separately driven
heads rotating between 350 and 700 rpm,
facilitate the stripping process with ease
over a width of 53cm (21").

This versatile stripping machine, with it's
removable weight system, can be used for other
applications including floor cut back and concrete
floor scrubbing.

SPECIFICATIONS

The full underneath splash guard and floating
skirt prevent contamination of pulleys and
belts whilst enabling operation of the unit to
the utmost edges of the work area without
fear of splashing.
A12 volt push button start fires the
11 horsepower 4 stroke overhead valve
Honda engine into action whilst the brushes
are on the floor. Brushes are actuated by the
easy actioning clutch lever.
Weight over the brushes is easily changed
by the addition or removal of 13kg weights
to accommodate all floor conditions.
Combining all of this with the heavy duty
robust metal construction, adjustable gas
bottle holder, bias control, adjustable fold
down handle and you have a versatile
machine that will stand up to the rigorous
demands of today’s floor maintenance
programs.

MOTOR:

Honda propane powered,
11hp, 4 stroke overhead valve
fitted with oil alert system.

DRIVE:

Belt

BRUSH SPEED:

350-700rpm

COVERAGE:

53cm (21")

HANDLE:

Adjustable

GAS BOTTLE:

9kg

BATTERY:

12 volt, 17 amp

DIMENSIONS:

1600mm L x 635mm W
x 1030mm H
(710mm H when handle
folded down)

WEIGHT:

119kg less weights
(weights are 13kg each,
four standard with machine)

WARRANTY:

12 months conditional

Pulleys and belts are protected from
contamination by the full underneath splash guard.
Fitting and removal of the three Tynex abrasive
brushes is quickly and easily facilitated by use of
the quick release system.

Easy access to belt and drive system offers ease
of maintenance and serviceability, eliminating
costly and unnecessary downtime.
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